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Background: After a stroke, up to three-quarters of acute and subacute stroke survivors

exhibit cognitive impairment, with a significant impact on functional recovery, quality

of life, and social engagement. Robotic therapy has shown its effectiveness on motor

recovery, but its effectiveness on cognitive recovery has not fully investigated.

Objective: This study aims to assess the impact of a technological rehabilitation

intervention on cognitive functions in patients with stroke, using a set of three robots

and one sensor-based device for upper limb rehabilitation.

Methods: This is a pilot study in which 51 patients were enrolled. An upper limb

rehabilitation program was performed using three robots and one sensor-based device.

The intervention comprised motor/cognitive exercises, especially selected among the

available ones to train also cognitive functions. Patients underwent 30 rehabilitation

sessions, each session lasting 45minutes, 5 days a week. Patients were assessed before

and after the treatment with several cognitive tests (Oxford Cognitive Scale, Symbol

Digit Modalities Test, Digit Span, Rey–Osterrieth Complex Figure, Tower of London,

and Stroop test). In addition, motor (Fugl–Meyer Assessment and Motricity Index) and

disability (modified Barthel Index) scales were used.

Results: According to the Oxford Cognitive Scale domains, a significant percentage

of patients exhibited cognitive deficits. Excluding perception (with only one patient

impaired), the domain with the lowest percentage of patients showing a pathological

score was praxis (about 25%), while the highest percentage of impaired patients was

found in calculation (about 70%). After the treatment, patients improved in all the

investigated cognitive domains, as measured by the selected cognitive assessment

scales. Moreover, motor and disability scales confirmed the efficacy of robotics on upper

limb rehabilitation in patients with stroke.

Conclusions: This explorative study suggests that robotic technology can be used to

combine motor and cognitive exercises in a unique treatment session.

Clinical Trial Registration: www.ClinicalTrials.gov, identifier: NCT04164381.
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INTRODUCTION

Cognitive dysfunctions are common consequences of stroke
(1, 2). The reported percentages of patients with cognitive
impairment after stroke are variable (3) and depend on several
aspects, such as the inclusion of recurrent strokes, time of
evaluation after stroke, dementia criteria, and exclusion of
aphasic patients (4). It is estimated that up to three-quarters of
acute and subacute stroke survivors exhibit cognitive impairment
(5, 6). Cognitive impairment can significantly compromise
functional recovery, quality of life, and social engagement after
stroke (6–8). Indeed, some authors showed that the impairment
of the cognitive functions can negatively influence rehabilitation
strategies (9) and be a negative predictor of functional and
motor outcomes after upper limb robotic therapy in patients with
stroke (10).

Robotic therapy has been proposed as a viable approach
for the rehabilitation of the upper limb, as a way to
increase the amount and the intensity of the therapy, and
to standardize the treatment (11). The most recent meta-
analysis suggests that robotics can improve upper limb motor

FIGURE 1 | The robotic set: Pablo (upper left), Amadeo (lower left), and Diego (lower right) from Tyromotion and Motore (upper right) from Humanware.

function and muscle strength after stroke (12), and, when
compared to a similar amount of conventional therapy,
no significant differences in terms of motor recovery are
detected (13, 14).

On the contrary, to the best of our knowledge, the efficacy
of robotics in restoring cognitive deficits was never explored.
Robotic and technological devices can present a variety of
solutions with different levels of technology, in terms of
mechanical structure, level of assistance, and complexity of
exercises. Even though the first devices were pretty basic in
terms of rehabilitation scenario and required tasks, nowadays
the implementation of new graphical interfaces and more
ecological scenarios, as well as more cognitively demanding
tasks, can allow an active physical and cognitive engagement of
patients during robotic therapy. This can be promoted through
adaptive assistance (15), to promote patient’s engagement
(16), as well as through cognitive challenge (17), automated
task difficulty adaptation (18, 19), and motivating visual and
auditory feedback (20). Feedback about movement performance
not only enhances motivation but also facilitates plasticity
in the motor cortex if it arrives synchronously with the
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motor output (21), promoting the mechanisms of connectivity
remodulation (22).

Therefore, we hypothesized that a robotic treatment,
based on the execution of exercises, specifically selected,
based on concurrent motor/cognitive tasks can improve

cognitive deficits beyond motor function in patients
with stroke. The current study is an explorative study
aimed to evaluate the effects of upper limb robotic
rehabilitation training on the cognitive functions of subacute
stroke patients.

FIGURE 2 | List of motor/cognitive exercises performed with the devices.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Design and Participants
In this pilot study we recruited a sample of consecutive subjects
with (a) a single ischemic or hemorrhagic stroke (verified by
MRI or CT), (b) age between 35 and 85 years, (c) a time
since stroke within 6 months, (d) cognitive abilities adequate to
understand the experiments and follow instructions (Token test
corrected by age and school level ≥26.5), and (e) upper limb
impairment (Fugl–Meyer Assessment score ≤58). We excluded
patients with (a) a history of recurrent stroke, (b) behavioral
and cognitive disorders and/or reduced compliance, (c) fixed
contraction in the affected limb (ankylosis, Modified Ashworth
Scale equal to 4), and (d) severe deficits in visual acuity. The
study was conducted following the International Conference
on Harmonization Good Clinical practice guidelines and the
Declaration of Helsinki. All participants gave written informed
consent before study participation. The institutional Ethics and
Experimental Research Committee approved the study protocol
on March 13, 2019 (FDG_13.3.2019) that was registered on
Clinicaltrial.gov (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT04164381).

Assessment
Demographic, anamnestic, and clinical data were recorded
before the treatment (T0). Cognitive functions, upper limb
performance, and dependence in activities of daily living
were assessed at T0 and after the robotic rehabilitation
intervention (T1).

Cognitive Assessment
As a cognitive screening tool, we used the Italian version of
the Oxford Cognitive Screen (OCS), recently developed with the
specific aim to describe the cognitive deficits after stroke (23,
24). The scale consists of 10 tasks encompassing five cognitive
domains: attention and executive function, language, memory,
number processing, and praxis. Furthermore, it includes a brief
evaluation of visual field defects.

The effects of robotic rehabilitation on cognitive functions
were explored using specific tools, in addition to the OCS. The
cognitive assessment lasted about 90 minutes; sometimes, two
sessions were requested to conclude the tests. Specifically, the
tests listed below were used.

Symbol Digit Modalities Test (Attention and

Processing Speed)
It is an easily administered test for overall neurocognitive
and executive functioning including attention, planning, and
organizing in addition to visual scanning, and motor speed. The
subject is presented with a page where, in the first row, nine
symbols are one-to-one associated with nine digits, from 1 to
9. Then, the rows below contain only symbols, and subjects are
required to orally report the digit associates with each symbol.
The number of correct responses in 90 seconds is measured. A
higher score indicates higher cognitive functions (25, 26).

Digit Span Task (Memory)
We used the Digit span forward task originally proposed by
Hebb (27). The examiner pronounces a list of digits, at a rate of

approximately one digit per second, and the subjects are required
to immediately repeat the list in the same order. If they succeed,
a list one digit longer is presented. If they fail, a second list of the
same length is presented. If subjects are successful on the second
list, a list one digit longer is given, as before. However, if subjects
also fail on the second list, the test is ended. The length of the
digit sequences gradually increases, starting with a sequence of
three numbers (e.g., 5, 8, 2) to a sequence of a maximum of nine
items (e.g., 7, 1, 3, 9, 4, 2, 5, 6, 8). The span is established as the
length of the longest list correctly recalled (28).

Rey–Osterrieth Complex Figure (Visuospatial Abilities

and Visual Memory)
The task, originally designed by Rey (29) and later standardized
by Osterrieth (30), requires the subject to copy a complex
geometrical figure (immediate copy condition) (29, 31). For
the test, performance accuracy was calculated by applying the
standard scoring criteria, in which the geometrical figure is
divided into 18 units and scored on a 2-point scale for both
accuracy and placement (32).

Tower of London (Executive Functions)
It is a useful neuropsychological instrument to measure planning
and problem-solving abilities (33–36). Briefly, it consists of a

TABLE 1 | List of motor/cognitive exercises performed with the set of devices,

grouped according to the trained cognitive domain, and the availability for patients

with different degree of severity, according to the Fugl–Meyer Assessment for

Upper Extremity (FMA-UE): severe (FMA-UE 0–28), moderate (FMA-UE 29–42),

and mild (FMA-UE 43–66) (43).

Severe Moderate Mild

Attention

Processing

speed

Trajectories

Coins

Applehunter

Elevator

Trajectories

Coins

Applehunter

Elevator

Get green

Crab

Missing symbols

Draw by numbers

Grid

Trajectories

Coins

Applehunter

Elevator

Get green

Crab

Missing symbols

Draw by numbers

Grid

Shooting cans

Math

Visuospatial

ability

Trajectories

Coins

Applehunter

Elevator

Trajectories

Coins

Applehunter

Elevator

Get green

Crab

Draw by numbers

Trajectories

Coins

Applehunter

Elevator

Get green

Crab

Draw by numbers

Shooting cans

Road construction

Memory Washing dishes

Memory

Washing dishes

Memory

Words

Grid

Washing dishes

Memory

Words

Grid

Executive

Functions

Planning

Washing dishes

Elevator

Washing dishes

Elevator

Missing symbols

Washing dishes

Missing symbols

Math

Road construction

Hang up the laundry
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board with three vertical pegs of different increasing length
in which three different wooden balls of different colors are
placed. The shortest peg only accommodates one ball, the second
two, and the third three. Subjects are presented with a given
configuration of balls inside the pegs and a picture of the final
configuration. Subjects are then required to move the balls to
reach the final configuration, without breaking some rules (each
peg can accommodate a different number of balls, just one ball
might be moved at a time, the balls cannot be placed outside the
pegs, and amaximum number of moves is allowed). In this study,
three scores were computed: points, time (measured as the sum of
the planning and the execution time), and errors (36).

Stroop Color and Word Test (Executive Functions)
It is a neuropsychological tool widely used in clinical practice
to assess selective attention, cognitive flexibility, and sensitivity
to interference, abilities that have been linked to the frontal

lobes. We used the short version (37) in which three tasks are
proposed: (1) word (word reading)−3 lists of 10 words (“red,”
“blue,” “green”) are provided in random order to the patients,
each written with black ink; they must read the written words; (2)
color (color designation)−3 lists of 10 colored (red, blue, green)
circles are provided in random order to the patients; they must
name the color of the circles; and (3) color–word (interference
test)−3 lists of 10 words (“red,” “blue,” “green”), each written
with colored ink (red, blue, or green) different from the name
of the color indicated by the word, in all possible combinations,
are proposed to the patients in random order, and they are asked
to name the color of the ink used to write the word, not the
word itself. For each test, the execution time (T1, T2, and T3)
and any errors made are recorded. Two interference effects are
then calculated and used as outcomes: time (difference between
the time spent in the third test and the average time spent in the
two previous tasks) and error (difference between the number of

FIGURE 3 | Flow chart of the study.
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errors made in the third test and the average time spent in the two
previous tasks).

Upper Limb Motor Performance and
Activities of Daily Living Dependence
The effects of the rehabilitation were evaluated using also the
following outcome measures: the Fugl–Meyer Assessment for
Upper Extremity (FMA-UE) (38), to evaluate motor function; the
upper-extremity subscale of the Motricity Index (39), to evaluate
upper limbmuscle strength; and theModified Barthel Index (40),
to evaluate activities of daily living and mobility.

Treatment
Patients were treated with a set of three robots (i.e., with motors:
Motore, Amadeo, and Diego) and one sensor-based device
(i.e., without motors: Pablo) shown in Figure 1 (41, 42). The
treatment was performed daily for 45 minutes, 5 days a week, for
30 sessions.

Motore (Humanware) is a robotic device that allows passive,
active, and active-assistive planar movements of the shoulder
and elbow joints. Amadeo (Tyromotion) is a robotic device
that allows passive, active, and active-assistive finger flexion and
extension movements. Pablo (Tyromotion) is a device based
on a handle equipped with two sensors (a dynamometer and
an inertial measurement unit), able to record the movement
of the hand in the space and the forces applied to it but not
to provide motorized assistance. The tasks require to perform
unimanual or bimanual three-dimensional movements of the
shoulder, elbow, and wrist or to apply forces to the handle;
bimanual movement are performed through two additional
tools, namely, the multiboard and the multiball (14). Diego
(Tyromotion) is a robotic system that allows three-dimensional,
unimanual, and bimanual movements of the shoulder joint, with
arm weight support.

During the treatment, patients performed both motor and
cognitive tasks, and the devices provided visual and auditory
feedback to help them. In particular, a set of motor/cognitive
exercises was selected among those available in the robotic
devices to train attention, memory, executive function,
speed of processing, and visuospatial abilities (Figure 2).
The rehabilitation program was focused on interactive games,
performed through the support of the assistive forces provided
by the robotic devices. In patients with mild impairment, it was
also possible to reduce or remove this support, including in
the intervention also motor/cognitive tasks performed without
external help through the sensor-based device.

Specifically, using the robot Motore, the following exercises
were executed:

• Trajectories—the patient is asked to drive his car along a track
(training for visual scanning, attention, visuospatial ability);

• Coins—the patient is asked to identify and collect some golden
coins arranged along an arc (while the others remain silver)
and bring them back to the center of the worktop (training for
visual scanning and attention);

• Dishwashing—this exercise simulates a daily life activity: the
patient is asked to wash the dishes according to a pre-
established sequence of actions, such as bring the plate into
the sink, open the tap, reach the sponge, etc. (training for
procedural memory, semantic memory, planning abilities,
and attention);

• Memory—groups of icons are presented to the patient who
is asked to identify and associate the icons (one by one) by
meaning (training for memory).

Using Pablo, Diego, and Amadeo, the following exercises were
executed (these devices shared the same software):

• Applehunter—falling apples (changing color from green—
on the tree—to yellow—immediately before falling—to red)
must be caught with a basket moved by the patient (training
for coordination, selective attentiveness, processing speed,
visual scanning);

• Elevator—the patient is asked to move an elevator in a
building, with the aim of picking up people and taking them
to the correct floor (training for concentration and attention,
visuospatial ability, coordination, understanding numbers);

• Shooting cans—the patient is asked to pull a trigger to
shoot the cans moving past a fixed reticule on the screen
(training for concentration and attention, processing speed,
visuospatial ability);

• Get green—the patient controls a dot and must guide it into
the green circles while avoiding the red circles (training for
responsiveness and processing speed, selective attentiveness);

TABLE 2 | Demographic and clinical characteristics of the analyzed sample

(N = 51).

Entry Characteristics

Age (years), mean (SD) 68.4 (12.4)

Sex, n (%)

Men 29 (56.9%)

Women 22 (43.1%)

Education years, n (%)

5 11 (21.6%)

8 15 (29.4%)

13 22 (43.1%)

18 3 (5.9%)

Index stroke type, n (%)

Ischemic 36 (70.6%)

Hemorrhagic 15 (29.4%)

Dominant side, n (%)

Right 47 (92.2%)

Left 4 (7.8%)

Affected side, n (%)

Right 23 (45.1%)

Left 28 (54.9%)

Language impairment, n (%) 11 (21.6%)

Neglect syndrome, n (%) 10 (19.6%)

Days from index stroke to enrollment, mean (SD) 74.6 (41.3)
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• Crab—the patient controls the direction and the speed of a
crab, running around on a beach; the goal is to catch as many
of the ants, which try to run away from the crab (training
for visuospatial ability and spatial orientation, processing
speed, attention);

• Missing symbols—the patient has to move the device to select
and place in the correct location the missing symbol (training
for selective attentiveness and planning);

• Math Mental—solving of simple arithmetic problems
and selecting the correct solution (training for
calculus ability);

• Words—reading of simple words and assigning them
to the respective symbols (training for reading and
understanding ability).

• Draw by numbers—the patient controls the pen and
must connect the dots in the correct order (training
for visuospatial ability, number count ability, attention,
visual scanning);

• Grid—place the symbols in the designated grid positions
(training for attention, visuospatial ability, memory,
visual scanning);

• Road construction—build a street between the buildings
displayed on the upper right of the screen (training for visuo-
spatial and constructive ability, planning);

• Hang up the laundry—laundry items and clothespins must be
taken from the table and attached to the clothesline (training
for planning).

For each device, the exercises were selected to target, during
the 30-session rehabilitation intervention, all the investigated
cognitive functions. Moreover, being differently demanding from
a motor point of view, the exercises were also selected for each
patient according to her/his severity, based on the FMA-UE
score (43), as reported in Table 1. In addition, the level of
difficulty for each exercise varied according to the patient’s ability
and improvement.

During the treatment, a group of three subjects was supervised
by one physiotherapist. During each session, the physiotherapist
used one device for each patient to minimize the time required to
move the subject from one system to another, but throughout the
30-session rehabilitation intervention, all the devices were used;
with respect to the sensor-based device, patients with moderate
or severe impairment performed bimanual task only, i.e., with the
support of the unimpaired arm.

Further, patients underwent a comprehensive rehabilitation
program including individual conventional physiotherapy (six
times/week), lasting 45minutes, focused on lower limbs, sitting
and standing training, balance, and walking. Patients with
language disorders performed speech training.

Statistical Analysis
Visual inspection and Shapiro–Wilk test showed that data did
not meet the criteria for parametric analysis, and therefore, non-
parametric tests were used. Specifically, to assess the effects of the

FIGURE 4 | Percentage of patients obtaining a pathological score in the Oxford Cognitive Screen (OCS) in our sample before (T0) and after (T1) the rehabilitation

treatment. The asterisk indicates a statistically significant difference between T0 and T1 in our sample.
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rehabilitation intervention onmotor and cognitive domains, data
obtained at T0 and T1 were compared by means of Wilcoxon
signed-rank tests for numeric and ordinal data and theMcNemar
test for proportions. For all the statistical analyses, a p value of
0.05 was deemed significant. Statistical analysis was performed
with SPSS (IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 25.0,
Armonk, NY).

RESULTS

One hundred patients were assessed for eligibility, 48 of whom
were excluded because of the inclusion criteria. Fifty-two patients
were evaluated at T0 and received the allocated intervention. Of
those, one patient did not undergo the follow-up evaluation, and
therefore, 51 patients were evaluated at T1 and considered for the

FIGURE 5 | Box-plot diagrams showing the scores obtained before (T0) and after (T1) the robotic treatment in the cognitive tests assessing attention and processing

speed (Symbol Digit Modalities Test), visuospatial abilities and visual memory (Rey–Osterrieth Complex Figure), memory (Digit Span), and executive functions (Stroop

and Tower of London tests). The boxes show the interquartile range (IQR, from the 25th to the 75th percentile). The horizontal line within each box indicates the

median. The vertical bars (whiskers) indicate the range of observations excluding outliers. Dots represent outliers, i.e., observations higher than the 75th percentile

plus 1.5 times IQR or lower than the 25th percentile minus 1.5 times IQR. P values refer to the Wilcoxon signed-rank test and are marked in bold when a statistically

significant difference at p < 0.05 level between T0 and T1 was detected.
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analysis (Figure 3). The demographic and clinical features of the
analyzed sample are given in Table 2.

Figure 4 shows the percentages of patients obtaining a
pathological score in the Oxford Cognitive Screen before and
after the treatment. In particular, pathological scores have been
found in language and memory domains in about half of the
cases, number domains and in particular calculation function
in 70.6% of the cases and number writing in the 27.5% of the
cases, perception (visual field) in only one case, spatial attention
in about 60% of the cases, praxis in about 25% of the cases, and
executive function in about 50% of the cases. After treatment,
the percentage of patients obtaining a pathological score in the
OCS subscore significantly reduced in the episodic memory (p
= 0.008), calculation (p = 0.021), and visual attention (heart
cancelation task, p= 0.001) fields.

In Figure 5, the changes in cognitive functions, as measured
by the selected outcome measures, are reported. A statistically
significant improvement was found in all the investigated
domain: attention and processing speed (Symbol DigitModalities
Test), memory (Digit Span score), visuospatial abilities and
visual memory (Rey–Osterrieth complex figure), and executive
functions (Stroop errors and time, Tower of London error and
time). Only the subscore “points” of the Tower of London Test
did not significantly change.

Regarding the dependence on activities of daily living, the
sample showed a T0 a severe disability, as measured using the
modified Barthel Index, associated with a moderate to severe
impairment in upper limb motor functions and strength (as
measured by the Fugl–Meyer Assessment and the Motricity
Index, respectively). Table 3 shows the effects of the robotic
treatment on the upper limb motor performance and daily
living activities. In particular, after the treatment, a significant
improvement was observed in upper limb impairment, measured
using the Fugl–Meyer Assessment (mean change, 11.9 ± 10.1;
p < 0.001); upper limb muscle strength, as measured by the
Motricity Index (mean change, 16.2 ± 12.9; p < 0.001); and
ability in activities daily living, as shown by the modified Barthel
Index (mean change, 22.6± 15.5; p < 0.001).

DISCUSSION

The improvement in cognitive functions is among the top 10
research priorities relating to life after stroke, according to
a consensus from stroke survivors, caregivers, and health

professionals (2). Moreover, cognitive impairment was
considered as a priority in the rehabilitation path of patients
after stroke (44) because it influences the recovery of the motor
function and ability in life daily activities. In the last Cochrane
Review on cognitive rehabilitation for attention deficits following
stroke (45), the authors highlight that improving attention, also
in the short term, is very important during motor and functional
rehabilitation program because high attention may enable people
to engage better the exercises proposed with a high ability to
cope with proposed tasks.

Several digital applications have been developed to train
cognitive deficits. Some authors reported that an interactive
virtual training is a useful treatment capable of stimulating
cognitive abilities (amnesic-attentive functions and visuospatial
cognition), executive processes, and behavioral abilities in
patients with neurological disorders (46). In general, the
advantage of incorporating virtual reality into rehabilitative
programs is to create a positive learning experience that can
also be fun and motivating for the patient (47). These virtual
reality programs, developed to increase the patient’s engagement,
can contain cognitive exercises, and, sometimes, they can be
integrated into robotic devices designed for motor rehabilitation.
Therefore, rehabilitation robotics in the last years has included
virtual reality programs and exercises stimulating cognitive
functions, which can be proposed and performed during motor
exercises. Nevertheless, usually, the aim of the robotic treatment
is the improvement in motor performance and activities of daily
living, while the cognitive deficits are often ignored or treated
independently from motor impairment (48).

A cognitive treatment is crucial for the subjects in which
cognitive and motor impairments are often present at the same
time, as stroke patients (49). Indeed, the limited transfer of
upper limb motor improvement in upper limb motor ability to
different domains, as the activities of daily living, observed in
several studies (50), could be due to the lack of attention toward
the coexistent cognitive impairment. Few studies explored the
cognitive effects of a robotic rehabilitation program (51, 52), and
they did not use tools to investigate specific cognitive functions.

This is the first pilot study in which cognitive training
and upper limb motor rehabilitation are combined thanks to
the use of robotic and sensor-based devices on a sample of
subacute stroke patients, using a cognitive screening tool and a
set of cognitive outcome measures investigating attention and
processing speed, memory, visuospatial abilities, visual memory,

TABLE 3 | Motor and cognitive assessment scores before (T0) and after the robotic treatment (T1), together with the p values of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test (with

values in bold indicating a statistically significant difference between T0 and T1).

Investigated domain Measure T0 T1 Change from baseline p

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Ability Barthel Index (N = 51) 40.3 18.3 62.8 24.0 22.6 15.5 <0.001

Muscle strength Motricity Index (N = 51) 37.3 27.9 53.5 29.0 16.2 12.9 <0.001

Impairment Fugl–Meyer (N = 51) 21.5 18.1 33.4 21.0 11.9 10.1 <0.001
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and executive functions. As a cognitive screening tool, we choose
to use the Oxford Cognitive Screening because our group was
part of the Italian OCS Group and participated in the study
detecting cognitive impairment in Stroke patients using OCS, so
an adequate training to the administration of OCSwas performed
to our researchers. The OCS, even if this is a simple cognitive
screening tool, showed that, after robotic treatment, our patients
significantly improved in spatial attention, episodic memory,
and calculation.

Interesting results emerged when a battery of specific
cognitive tools was used to test specific cognitive domains. After
upper limb robotic treatment, all the explored cognitive domains
significantly improved, in particular attention and processing
speed, visuospatial abilities visual memory, executive functions,
and memory. Then, this explorative study shows preliminary
but encouraging data on the opportunity offered by robotic
technology to combine motor and cognitive exercises in a unique
treatment session. Note that we have selected the cognitive
domain to be investigated and, therefore, the cognitive measures
based on the exercises available in our set of robots and sensor-
based devices. Physicians and physiotherapists need to identify
specific cognitive exercises that are feasible using the robots and
the technologies that are available in their rehabilitation ward.
In this sense, it is also important to adopt the correct cognitive
assessment tools able to intercept the possible change in the
targeted cognitive fields. In our work, the use of a cognitive
screening tool, together with a pool of specific cognitive tools,
could seem redundant, but our aims were (a) to characterized
our sample in term of general cognitive decline and then (b) to
evaluate the improvement in some specific cognitive functions,
which are the target of our robotic rehabilitation.

The proposed approach can be a resource to a more efficient
rehabilitation treatment because it permits to treat at the same
time two aspects often impaired in stroke patients; however, it is
important to consider that this approach is feasible only if some
requirements are satisfied: (a) the devices must include motor
exercises specifically designed to stimulate cognitive functions (as
visual memory, processing speed, etc.) and (b) the presence of a
multidisciplinary team, made of neuropsychologists, physiatrists,
physiotherapists, and speech therapists, with expertise in robotic
rehabilitation, working synergistically on a new vision for the
robotic rehabilitation.

The main limitation of this study is the lack of a control
group, and therefore, the results of this pilot study have to
be considered as a starting point that certainly encourages us
to better use the potentiality of robotics and technologies. In
the light of the above-mentioned limit, it is not possible to
exclude that the cognitive functions here explored have improved
spontaneously or because of the conventional rehabilitation

that our patients performed in addition to the upper limb
robotic rehabilitation. However, in a previous study in which
the responsiveness and predictive validity of the Tablet-Based
Symbol Digit Modalities Test was tested in a sample of 50
stroke patients undergoing a rehabilitation treatment (53), the
authors found an increment of 3.3 points on the Symbol Digit
Modalities Test, lower than the improvement that we observed in
our sample (5.6 points). Indeed, this result suggests a beneficial
effect of the proposed robotic intervention. Unfortunately, we
did not find similar studies using the other cognitive tools
proposed in our study (as the Rey–Osterrieth Complex Figure,
the Digit Span, the Stroop, or the Tower of London tests) to
compare our results with. Moreover, this study has investigated
the combined effect of robotic and sensor-based devices on
cognitive rehabilitation, so the specificity of the result in relation
to each type of intervention (i.e., robotic vs. sensor-based vs.
traditional treatment) is hard to establish. To better investigate
the efficacy of the cognitive exercises administered using robotic
or sensor-based devices (within motor rehabilitation program)
compared to cognitive exercises administered using conventional
methods, further studies, and randomized clinical trials, should
be designed.
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